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Dedications

T

o my wife, Ivy, who loves to read but she hasn’t read this
because it would give her nightmares.
And to the memory of Mary Shelley; her Frankenstein monster creation lit up my life from about ten years of age and has
stayed with me ever since.

Prologue

A

rchie Dyson fell to his death on February 23, 1927. The rope
didn’t snap his neck, so he hung there and choked, kicking
and twitching in the trap door space for a full five minutes. The
Executioner stood by the opening and watched dispassionately
and listened to the garbled noise coming through the black bag
over Archie’s head. It had been known, on numerous occasions,
for the hangman to go down to the room below, step onto a chair,
throw his arms around the condemned man’s waist and step off
to add his own weight onto the rope and thus speed the felon on
his way. Gregory Breedlove felt no such compassion today. He
hadn’t even bothered to put the chair in place downstairs. He
just stood and watched and listened, his thumb poised over the
stop button on his chronometer, waiting patiently for the body
to hang still from its last twitch.
Breedlove looked steadily at the toes, usually the last to
twitch. They hadn’t for a longish moment, so he pressed the
button and glanced down at the large, silver watch nestled in
his right palm. Five minutes and thirteen seconds, not bad,
he thought and pressed the start button again. He had secretly
hoped it would take longer; hoped the bastard would suffer
more. He knew what Dyson had done, seven times over, as far
as the public knew: a dozen times or more, the authorities and
tabloids suspected.
The left foot twitched a couple of inches each way and then
hung still again. ‘Good,’ murmured Breedlove, listening intently
for any sound and staring at the dangling feet. A few moments
passed and the stop button clicked again. Breedlove allowed
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himself a little smile as he checked his watch. Another nineteen, long, agonising seconds to add to Dyson’s final retribution. He slipped the chronometer into his waistcoat pocket and
reached for the clipboard to sign his name under the stark word,
‘Executioner’.
‘Shall I lower `im down, Guv`nor?’ The hushed voice came
from the guard standing opposite the square aperture.
‘No. Let him dangle awhile,’ said Breedlove, before the Warden could open his mouth. ‘We’ll have a cup of tea.’
‘A bit irregular,’ said the Warden, taking out his pocket
watch. ‘I’ve no objections but I’ll pass this time.’ He flipped
open the cover and checked the time. ‘I must be off. The old
girl will be putting my breakfast on the table in about four and
half minutes. Mustn’t upset her. Put a proper blight on the whole
bloody day. Anyway, done my bit. Watched the bastard croak.
You’re the Hangman. How long you leave him dangling is your
bloody business, just make sure you put the time of release
down as now. Leave him swinging all bloody day, if you want,
so long as I don’t have to answer for it.’ The Warden turned for
the door as the guard lit the gas and started loading the teapot.
‘Carry on,’ called the Warden as he walked off down the hall.
‘I would prefer to check him now and sign the Death
Certifi.....’
‘And I’d prefer to let him dangle a bit,’ Breedlove cut in on
the Doctor. ‘I’d prefer a little more certainty that he’s well and
truly bloody dead. So let’s sit down and have a nice cuppa and
talk about what a fine day it’s going to be now that that bastard’s
gone from the land of the living.’
The Doctor grumbled to himself as he walked towards the
chair the guard had positioned for him near the table. Breedlove
checked his watch again and wrote the time down next to the
word, ‘Expired’. The guard hummed ‘ROSIE O’GRADY’ as he
made three cups of tea.
This is grand, he thought, Breedlove’s a proper gent. Always
likes a cuppa after a neck stretchin’ and always lends a hand
with the body afterwards. Likes to be sure everything’s done just
so, a proper professional, he is.
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Under the black cloth, Archie Dyson had been watching the
dark edging of death grow broader around his last vision of a photograph of his mother, Brother Jack and himself. He’d been given
the black and white picture a few days ago and had spent most of
his waking hours staring at it. When they put the black bag over
his head he visualised every minute detail of the picture, and as
the trap door dropped away he concentrated on his own image and
cried out, ‘You can’t kill Archie Dyson. I will return.’
Everyone in the Death Chamber heard his voice but no one
understood his garbled cries.
Back in the cell Archie had recently vacated, another guard
was gathering together the deceased’s possessions to pass on to
relatives. He reached for the photograph on the wall and paused;
Dyson’s face gave him the creeps. Not because he looked evil,
he didn’t, in fact he looked quite normal but he’d done such
evil things to those poor women. He took his cigarette from
his mouth and pressed the burning end against Dyson’s image
until it burned a hole right through where his face had been.
He glanced about nervously in case he’d been seen and then
snatched the picture from the wall and stuffed it in his pocket.
Hopefully, nobody would miss it and he could dispose of it later.
In the Death Chamber, the guard still hummed as he lowered
the body to the floor and then finished his cup of tea before going
down to the room below. Breedlove and the Doctor were still
drinking and chatting, vaguely aware of the guard’s monotonous
humming as he slackened the rope and pulled off the black hood.
Both men jumped as the guard shouted, ‘My God! Oh, my
God.’ Breedlove sprang to the middle of the room and looked
down at the body framed in the trap-door aperture. The doctor
gasped beside him as they stared down at the burned, un-recognisable face of Archie Dyson.
Mirabelle let out a long sigh and her head rolled slowly to
the left to rest against the cushioned wing of the old brocade
chair. Jack stared at a part of the carpet’s intricate pattern next
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to her feet. He was looking but not seeing. The clock had struck
six some few minutes ago and he knew his brother Archie was
now dead. He was thinking about how Archie had deceived
everyone for so long. Not only the police but also his brother
and even more amazingly, his own mother. So many shocks, one
atop the other. The police questioning all three of them repeatedly and then coming back to question Archie even more. The
humiliating search of their home and Archie’s shop. The arrest
of Archie because of the evidence found in the shop’s cellar.
All the gruesome details that came out in the trial that Jack just
couldn’t believe. His mother shrinking into herself a little more
each day with each new horrific disclosure. The almost instantaneous verdict of guilty brought in by the Jury and the cold stare
of the Judge as he passed the sentence of death by hanging on
Archie. The cheers of the crowd in the gallery as the sentence
was passed. Mother had fainted and was carried from the court
into the fresh air to recover; even Jack had to be helped by a
friend. It was all so unbelievable.
Jack was jolted back to the present by the clatter of breaking china as a cup and saucer landed together on the carpet.
‘Mother,’ said Jack quietly. Then a little more urgently ‘Mother.
MOTHER!’
Archie’s shop was taken over by Jack and would have been
so even had Mirabelle lived. The sign above the windows said
DYSON’S EMPORIUM of ANTIQUE & SECOND HAND
FURNITURE so there was no need to change it but Jack left the
re-opening for a couple of months. He needed time to recover
from the upheaval in his family. He also knew that had he reopened the shop too early, ghoulish sightseers wanting souvenirs of the murder scene would have robbed him blind.
When Jack finally re-opened the shop he realised within a
few months the business was finished. He had plenty of customers but precious little custom; they came to look, not to
buy. To tell their friends they’d been to The Shop of Horrors as
the tabloids had dubbed it. Jack even hired someone to work
in the front while he hid away in the back office to escape the
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endless suspicious looks. All to no avail. Eventually he put the
shop up for sale and month by month he lowered the price. It
was the same scenario all over again; plenty came to look but
no one made an offer. The estate agent suggested Jack clear out
the stock from cellar to attic to open up its possibilities but he
refused. ‘Bugger ’em! I’m nearly giving it away as it is. They
can damn well clear out the bloody place themselves. Take it or
bloody leave it.’
They left it.
Five years later Jack dropped dead at his local watering
hole, The Grouse & Gun. Actually, he didn’t drop; he simply
lowered his head onto his pint pot and died. He’d been staring
into his half empty glass and thinking about how Archie had
destroyed their lives when a tingle spread through his body and
then numbness crept up from his feet. A feeling of impending
dread took hold of him and he thought about telling someone
he wasn’t feeling very well but the thought rolled through his
mind like cold treacle on a slice of hard toast. He watched the
glass slowly coming up to his face. He felt the cold rim of the
pint pot against his forehead and he looked down the side of
the glass at the grain in the tabletop. Jack watched as it turned
darker and darker and then black. The voices around him drifted
into infinity. He stayed in this position until the landlord called
time an hour later.
A busty barmaid came over and asked him to drink up,
‘C’mon, Jack, its closing time. You’ve had your little nap. You’ll
be a lot more comfortable sleeping in your own bed.’ She bent
down for a closer look and saw his eyes were open, ‘Oooh, I think
somebody better fetch a doctor. Mr. Dyson don’t look very well.’
A regular came over and lifted Jack’s hand to feel his pulse
and said, ‘He doesn’t need a doctor, love, he’s gone. Dead as
that table top.’
Jack was buried alongside his mother and apart from the
preacher, two gravediggers and the undertaker there wasn’t a soul
to see him off. There were no blood relatives and Jack’s bitterness
over the last few years had driven away every friend he had.
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In his disappointment and anger over the way Archie had
destroyed his life and the way everyone had castigated him
as though he was somehow to blame for Archie’s crimes; he
left a somewhat strange will. His house, furniture and car, his
paddock, stables and horses were all to be sold and the money
added into his substantial bank account. The shop was to be
locked up and left for a period of not less than fifty years. A special covenant was added to the deeds to the effect that if anyone,
totally independent of his firm of solicitors, should purchase
the property after the fifty-year period and remain in residence
and in business for five years they would inherit the remainder
of Jack’s money.
The rates and other taxes were to be taken from the account
and his solicitors put in charge with strict instructions to fight
any effort on the council’s part to condemn the building or purchase it by compulsory means with the intention of destroying
it.
The Shop of Horrors was to remain an eyesore for as long
as possible.
And it did.
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Chapter 1

P

hilip Bennett, of the firm of solicitors, Jarrett, Jarrett and
Carver, was going through some very old files in the depths
of the firm’s Victorian five story building. As the most recent
junior partner, he’d been given this mouldy task to see what files
needed keeping and what could be destroyed as the firm was
moving soon to new premises.
Bennett was blessed with the ability to accurately speedread and could have taken a job with a publisher had his law
studies failed him. But they hadn’t and here he was at J, J, & C
and up to the D’s in the antique filing system. He sat with a huge
pile of useless, out-of-date files on his left and several cardboard
file boxes newly filled on his right. He drew out the Dyson file
and after a few seconds of perusal, and still reading, he rose
smoothly to his feet and then stumbled through the discarded
files towards the stairs.
‘I’ve discovered something rather useful here, sir,’ he said to
Percy Jarrett as he leaned against the office doorframe. ‘There’s
a property called the Dyson Emporium which had a covenant
placed on it by our office in 1928 under instruction from a Mr.
Jack Dyson. It was for fifty years and ran out 14 months ago.
We’ve been managing the property on a Power of Attorney since
Dyson died in 1932. He had no heirs. His will states that, after
the elapse of fifty years, we should sell the property and the
resulting funds from the sale should be added to his remaining
estate from which we are to deduct a handling commission of
eight and three quarters percent. A further covenant was added
1
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in 1931 shortly before his death in `32.....I haven’t had time to
go into that yet.’
‘Drop what you’re doing in the dungeon, Philip, and chase
this down. We could fall in for a tidy chunk of change on this.’
Philip straightened up from the doorframe and waved the
folder in acknowledgement of Jarrett’s instruction and walked
off to his desk in the outer office. He immediately felt more
comfortable in the brighter office pool with its modern furnishings and the chattering girls. Jarrett’s office, with its mahogany
panelling and the huge, antique desk was a bit intimidating to a
junior like him although he did his best not to let it show. Less
than an hour later he was back in Jarrett’s office with the results
of his search.
‘What have you got for me, Philip?’ said Jarrett.
‘The account currently stands at seven and a half million
and at our agreed commission rate in 1931, the company is
due to collect £656,250, give or take the odd hundred or so.
The remainder of the money is to be held in trust by us until
a buyer has lived in, and done business in, the property for a
minimum period of five years. After which, the money is to be
passed on to said buyer.’ Young Bennett frowned and scratched
his earlobe. ‘Don’t understand that instruction, unless it’s some
sort of reward for taking on an ancient dump and making a
viable business of it. Seems a bit drastic, but it’s his money and
he is dead so no-one can argue the point with him.’ He made a
resigned sigh. ‘Anyway, until that time we are to continue handling the account and take an annual one quarter of a percent
commission which should be well in excess of a hundred and
twenty thousand pounds as the total will have reached over ten
million by then.’
‘Hmm, so we’re due to three quarters of a mill, all told,’
mused Jarrett. ‘I don’t suppose we can buy the property, can
we?’ eyebrows raised expectantly.
‘No, sir. No one connected to the firm. Dyson thought of
that. It’s in the covenant. But I think we could bump that commission up considerably, sir, by maintaining that one-quarter of
a percent is wholly unrealistic to manage such an account in this
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day and age. I believe we could take our dues and demands to
over one and half mill, perhaps close on two.’
‘Well done, Philip. I want you to appoint a real estate agent
and instruct him to get the property sold a.s.a.p. With the new
premises nearly completed that money will be very handy indeed.
I’ll see you get a nice little bonus out of this, lad. Carry on.’
Philip walked out of Jarrett’s office feeling very buoyant,
bonus eh, and a tidy bonus it should be on that lump, he thought.
I’ll call Michael Bagley at Prime Properties Ltd. and get myself
a little bonus out of the sale. Why not? He went straight to his
desk and the phone.
Eric and Janet Baker stepped out of their old Vauxhall
Viva and looked up at the weatherworn old sign that stretched
right across the top of the huge double-fronted shop. The twofoot high chipped and faded letters could still be read clearly
although the colours had degenerated into shades of Grey.
‘DYSON’S EMPORIUM of ANTIQUE & SECOND HAND
FURNITURE. Sounds a bit posh for a junk shop, Janet. They
certainly knew how to tart up a sign in them days, love. You
know, I just might get a sign-writer to put Baker’s up there over
Dyson’s and re-paint the rest of the sign as it is. It’d be a nice
focal attraction, don’t you think?’
Janet looked up at her young husband and said, ‘You’re not
seriously thinking of buying this dump, are you?’
‘Janet, love, it’s got great possibilities. The estate agent said,
as far as he knows, both floors and attic are full of stock. Who
knows what we’ll find? There could be a fortune in antiques in a
place as old as this. If there’s stuff in here that was antique in the
twenties, we’ll be made. I can’t wait to get in and look around.’
‘What do you mean, as far as the estate agent knows, hasn’t
he been in the place? What kind of agent puts a property on the
market without even seeing it?’
‘The instructions to sell only came in yesterday afternoon and
Michael told me about it at the pub last night. He’s seen it but
not inside. It’s not officially on the market till next week, but you
know what Michael’s like, a couple of pints and I got the keys.’
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‘Great. That window’s cracked. It must be twelve feet by
eight feet. It could cost three or four hundred pounds to replace
that, and the rest. You start scraping away at an old frame like
that to replace the glass and you find the wood’s rotten. It would
cost thousands to re-do this shop front. You’re living in cloudcuckoo-land, Eric.’
Young Baker jangled the keys in his hand and said, ‘We’re
here now. We can’t see anything through these painted-over
windows and doors so let’s go inside and take a look around.
We’ve nothing to lose.’ He stepped up to the huge barred frame
protecting the double doors and hefted the rusty lock in his left
hand. The third key he tried fitted into the lock and turned, but
only half way. Eric was twenty-six and fit and carried a lot of
deceptive strength in his slim, five feet eleven inch frame but he
couldn’t turn the key any further. It was not in Eric’s nature to
give up easily so he turned the key back and forth a few times,
rocked it around in the key hole some and then turned it again.
The tumblers held fast and Eric decided any more extreme effort
would probably result in a broken key. He tried one last turn for
luck, ‘Damn thing won’t open,’ he grunted.
‘Good, let’s go home.’ Janet turned and strode to the little
car.
Eric stepped back and looked at the bunch of five keys in his
hand, ‘Maybe one of these other keys will open a back door,’ he
said, almost to himself. ‘Must be a back entrance.’ He strode off
to his left as Janet stamped her foot.
‘Eric!’
‘Come on, love. There’s an alleyway here.’ And Eric was
gone.
Janet tried the car door and found it locked. She gritted her
teeth in frustration and stamped after her husband. Her high
heels rang eerily on the rubbish-strewn concrete path in the alley
and she had to slow down to peer into the enveloping darkness.
Eric stood at the other end and could see her lovely shape
silhouetted in the daylight behind her as she made her way
towards him grumbling with every cautious step. They’d been
married just over two years and although their relationship had
4
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changed in numerous little ways, they were still very much in
love. He watched her thread her slim but shapely body through
the debris in the alley, her long legs picking the safest spots to
place her feet. He felt a stir of excitement as he followed her
every movement and tried to convince himself he was only
keeping an eye on her in case she fell.
Never done it in an alley he thought; then thought better of
it. She was working up a mood. Not a good idea to come the
Romeo right now. Later, maybe. He turned away to find the rear
door of the premises and was on his second key when she came
around the corner, disgustedly brushing cobwebs from her mass
of blond hair.
Janet narrowed her eyes and pursed her lips; about to deliver
a few strong epithets when Eric swung open the door and disappeared inside. Fuming, she followed him as he made his way
through the large storeroom with the small boxed-in office at
one end. Switching on his torch, he stepped through the inner
doorway and entered the shop proper. The long counter before
him stretched nearly twenty feet to his right and ended against
the wall. Another ten feet or so of counter away to his left, ended
to leave a wide opening to walk into the shop display area. The
counter top was covered in a thick layer of dust that hadn’t been
disturbed in years. Behind him he could hear Janet making the
occasional disgusted comment about the dust and the smell, but
Eric was lost in the wonder of it all. Narrow shafts of sunlight
shone through small paint-peeled areas on the front windows
and lit up the dust-laden air. It also illuminated certain items of
stock that hadn’t been handled or moved since the shop closed,
God knew when. Eric could hardly wait to find that out; was it
post-war or pre-war?
‘Eric. I can’t see.’
He reluctantly turned around and shone the torch in her face.
Holding her hands up she turned away from the bright light and
he could see the dirt on her fingers and dark smudges on the
sleeves of her cream blouse from where she’d been feeling her
way around in the dark. He felt a little guilty for leaving her and
moved the light to one side.
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‘Sorry, love,’ he said as he stepped close and put his arms
around her. ‘It’s an Aladdin’s Cave, this place. It’s brilliant.’ He
gave her a hug and then turned slightly away. ‘Look at this.’
The round splash of light on the wall showed a calendar. ‘Good
grief! Nineteen Twenty bloody nine! This shop could have been
closed for over fifty years. Twenty nine from eighty three, what’s
that, Janet?’
‘Fifty four, you dummy. And you want to be a shopkeeper?’
‘I knew that. Just testing you. Anyway, electronic tills,
sweetheart, electronic tills. They do it all for you. Easy peasy.’
He pulled her close again and shone the light along the parquet
floor. ‘C’mon, let’s have a look at some of this old stuff.’
For the next twenty minutes Eric couldn’t stop prattling on
excitedly about the things he examined in the torchlight and
narrow shafts of sunlight. Gradually, Janet got caught up in his
enthusiasm. The place was full of everything imaginable, from
wardrobes to writing desks, dining suites to sideboards, table
lamps, ceiling lamps, wall lamps, standard lamps, swivel chairs,
three upright pianos complete with revolving stools, and dozens
of framed photographs and paintings of all sizes covered the
walls from floor to ceiling.
There were mirrors, bikes, crockery (in sets and individual
pieces), canteens of cutlery and odd knives, forks and spoons
slotted in jugs and tins. Arranged on tables were hundreds of
books, their spines uppermost to display the titles. Several trays
on the glass top counter were littered with cheap costume jewellery; the expensive stuff being underneath on velvet covered
trays and mounting pads.
Eric looked at the dust-covered jewellery and wondered why
burglars hadn’t cleaned out the place, or relatives or the people
left in charge of the management of the property. He thought it
a bit strange but didn’t dwell on it. He couldn’t; his imagination
was running riot.
‘Perhaps they thought it had already been cleaned out,’ he
said aloud, glancing at the painted-over windows.
‘What?’ mumbled Janet, holding up a large cut-glass vase in
a shaft of sunlight. ‘This is lovely, Eric. Think they’d miss it?’
6
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Eric had found the staircase that led to the first floor and
was making his way up when Janet called for him to wait. He
shone the light for her to see the bottom steps and waited for
her to catch up.
The staircase was a good eight feet wide but at least half the
left side was covered with books, perhaps fifty or so stacked on
each step. The fusty smell of old paper was almost overpowering as they reached the top where, instead of being on a landing,
they stood in a huge room almost as large as the shop below and
just as crammed with similar stock.
There was a little more light upstairs as the windows hadn’t
been painted over but were just very grey from fifty-odd years
of dust and grime. The couple gazed in wonder at the vast collection of household items before them and then around the
walls where every available space was covered with more paintings and pictures. The left wall had three doors, one to the left
of the upper staircase leading to the attic and the other two to the
right of the stairwell leading back down to the shop.
The two doors on the right led to smaller stock rooms, both
stacked from floor to ceiling with books and bric-a-brac, but
mostly books. The other door led into a makeshift bedsit containing a single bed, a small wardrobe, a medium-sized chest
of drawers, a small table, one straight-back chair, and one wellused easy chair. An old dome-shaped radio stood on a shelf next
to the window, which had a chipped, stone sink beneath it. On
the other side stood an old gas cooker on cast iron legs. Every
item in the room was of the cheapest quality and one didn’t have
to be an antiques expert to assess its value; it was one step up
from junk.
The man who had occupied this room, and it was blatantly
obvious the occupant had been a man, was probably the owner
but had lived as frugally as a peasant. Eric tagged him Scrooge.
Janet felt an overwhelming sadness as she tried to imagine
someone living in this dingy, depressing room with its bare
floor, window and walls and single light bulb hanging a couple of feet down from the centre of a cracked, nicotine-stained
ceiling.
7
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Janet gave a little shudder and left the room to stand by
the attic staircase. Eric walked by her and started up the stairs.
‘Coming?’ he beckoned.
‘No,’ she answered. ‘It’ll probably be the same up there as it
is down here. Think I’ll have a nosy round.’
‘Will you be alright?’ he called, still ascending.
‘I’ll be fine, love. What can harm me? Everything’s dead.’
There were double doors at the top of the stairs and no landing so Eric had to put his torch under his arm to light his hands
as he searched for the right key whilst balancing on the second
from the top step. He eventually found the correct key but, to
his annoyance, the doors opened outward so he had to move
down a couple of steps to swing one of the doors past himself
and against the wall.
The accumulation of fifty years of stale air and fusty contents hit him like a horse breaking wind in a confined space
and he was forced to step back almost halfway down the stairs.
The foul air was alive and choked with swirling dust particles
caught in the powerful beam of his light shining up through the
open doorway. Eric placed a handkerchief over his lower face
and ascended again. He stepped a couple of yards into the room
and shone his light up and around the huge attic. There was no
ceiling just the underside of the roof with the rafters plainly visible and festooned with cobwebs. The peak of the roof was some
twenty-five feet above the floor and ran the entire length of the
building finishing atop a brick gable end at each extremity and
the side walls were a good twelve feet high. It was more a second floor cum attic than an actual attic roof space.
The stock up here began at his feet and spread out in a massive jumble with no sense of order or category and no spaces to
walk amongst it. Eric stood in four square yards of floor space
but couldn’t step anywhere beyond it other than back down the
stairs. He shone his light around once more and left, locking and
bolting the doors behind him.
He found Janet standing between the middle two of the four
large windows facing the street. ‘Anything exciting up there,
8
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love?’ she said, as she picked her way through some stacked
chairs to join him.
‘Mostly junk, but the doors lock and I think that’s the best
way to keep ’em. Sort the attic out later. Much later.’
Janet waved an arm around the room, ‘There’s a lot of junk
here as well as downstairs but I think if we sorted out the rubbish we’d have enough decent stock to fill the shop and turn this
into a fabulous apartment.’ As she warmed to her subject she
waved both her arms about and pointed as she enthused. ‘We
could make a lovely landing down the middle there, partition
this huge space into a large lounge at this end and a terrific studio for me at that end. The bigger of the two stock rooms could
be divided into a bedroom and a bathroom, the smaller could be
a guest bedroom and the bedsit/kitchen could become a lovely
big kitchen/diner. It’s got fabulous potential, love.’
Eric smiled at his wife. Even in the gloomy half-light of this
dust-laden, junk-strewn room, she looked radiant. He stroked
his chin and mused, ‘Yea, but why not box the stairwell and
landing and use this space for a lounge and that space for a
studio and keep it open plan? We could make better use of the
space and you would have more light to paint by.’
‘Wow! I could put up three or four easels and work on
whichever one I was in the mood for.’ Janet was excited now
and not even a gentle reminder from her spouse that he would
occasionally need her help in the shop could dampen her spirits.
They put in a bid next day, which was immediately accepted
by Jarrett, Jarrett and Carver. They were so wrapped up in their
plans for the future, it never even occurred to them they’d had no
competition for the property. It was all signed, sealed and delivered within two weeks. Jarrett and Co. handled the conveyance
with amazing speed and kept their charge quite small. The Bakers accepted the gift and ignored the horse’s teeth—as you do.
It wouldn’t take long for the teeth to bite.
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